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Two Golden Age of Flying Saucer Classics: Diane - She
Came from Venus and Why We
By Gloria Lee, Dana Howard

Inner Light - Global communications, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 269 x
213 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Gloria Lee learned to fly before she could drive a car.
Married to an aeronautical engineer, she became entranced with the subject of UFOs and became
actively engaged in psychic research and the study of esoterica. While endeavoring to develop her
own extrasensory perception, she made contact with a mysterious being who claimed to be from
the planet Jupiter. Gloria s original contact with the entity, who identified itself as J.W., took place
in Los Angeles International Airport, where she was working as a ground hostess at that time. The
entire communications and the book were done solely through mental telepathy, for which the
Instrument, Gloria Lee, was specifically trained and developed over a period of four years. Lee
admits this may seem incredible to some minds, but it must be remember that some of the Space
People are over one million years in advance of our evolution have developed faculties many of us
are not even aware exist. Unlike many who wonder what is happening in the sky, Gloria very
successfully established a legitimate contact through mental...
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Reviews
Very good e book and beneficial one. It can be filled with wisdom and knowledge Your life period is going to be enhance when you full reading this ebook.
-- Arlene Kemmer
Excellent eBook and useful one. It can be rally fascinating throgh looking at period. You can expect to like just how the blogger create this publication.
-- Myrl Schmitt
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